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SUMMARY

Jewish travel steps up and into the future with a new digital platform presented by World Jewish

Travel, offering cities, provinces, countries and NGOs worldwide to take part in reshaping the Jewish

tourism experience.

World Jewish Travel (WJT) is excited to offer cities, provinces, countries and NGOs the opportunity
to use its innovative tourism technology and benefit immensely from our advanced digital tools for
FREE. In order to take advantage of this offer, our partners are solely required to provide us with
information and content regarding their local Jewish cultural heritage.

This is a unique opportunity for cities, provinces, countries and NGOs to share in the revenues of the
Jewish cultural heritage tourism market, estimated at over a billion dollars a year.

In addition, we are happy to offer our partners a White Label opportunity for a small supplement fee.
White labeling will allow our partners to rebrand the WJT platform under their name, saving great
money on design, development and maintenance.

World Jewish Travel is an initiative by the World Jewish Heritage Fund, a non-profit organization
aimed at preserving Jewish Cultural heritage and promoting Jewish cultural travel by using cutting-
edge technology. You can read more about the WJT initiative here, and about the WJH Fund here.

The WJT platform (expected launch: Sep 2017) is an innovative gateway for travelers to discover
Jewish culture and heritage, anywhere around the world, with curated reliable information about sites,
events, trails, Jewish tours, guides, nearby hotels, and other tourism services, alongside free access
to the biggest collection of Jewish Travel eGuides.

The highlight of our platform are the City Pages; designed to grant our partners the opportunity to
promote their local Jewish culture, attractions and events, as well as to support local businesses and
service providers.

We invite and encourage municipalities governmental organizations and NGOs from all around the

https://invis.io/EMAYQBPXG
http://worldjewishheritage.com/about-us/
http://worldjewishtravel.com/


world to become our partners in this unique initiative that will redefine Jewish travel as we know it.

The Future of Jewish Travel starts now. Don’t miss your opportunity to be a part of it!

QUOTES

"This is a unique opportunity for cities, provinces, countries and NGOs to share in the
revenues of the Jewish cultural heritage tourism market, estimated at over a billion dollars a
year."
—

Hadas Midbari-Buchshreiber
hadas@worldjewishtravel.com

SPOKESPEOPLE

ABOUT WORLD JEWISH TRAVEL

World Jewish Travel (WJT) is a non-profit aimed at creating a digital ecosystem for Jewish cultural heritage
tourism, providing travelers from all spectrums of the Jewish map the opportunity to explore their ethnic heritage
while connecting to local cultures around the world, while exposing them to content and information otherwise
less known and accessible. Our eco-system is designed to generate a worldwide, comprehensive Jewish Digital-
Tourism experience, and consists of a ‘Jewish TimeOut’ travel mobile app, a user friendly website, a series of
interactive tourist-oriented eBooks, and the WJHpedia, the largest digital data base for Jewish cultural heritage.
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